A PCAAG introduced by Morita and Ueno is a parallel array generator on a partitioned cellular automaton (PCA) that generates an array language (i.e., a set of symbol arrays). A \reversible" PCAAG (RPCAAG) is a backward deterministic PCAAG, and thus parsing of two-dimensional patterns can be performed without backtracking by an \inverse" system of the RPCAAG. Hence, a parallel pattern recognition mechanism on a deterministic cellular automaton can be directly obtained from a RPCAAG that generates the pattern set. In this paper, we investigate the generating ability of RPCAAGs and their subclass. It is shown that the ability of RPCAAGs is characterized by two-dimensional deterministic Turing machines, i.e., they are universal in their generating ability. We then investigate a monotonic RPCAAG (MRPCAAG), which is a special type of an RPCAAG that satis es monotonic constraint. We show that the generating ability of MRPCAAGs is exactly characterized by two-dimensional deterministic linear-bounded automata.
Introduction
A PCA array generator (called PCAAG) introduced by Morita and Ueno 3] is a parallel generating system of symbol arrays using a nondeterministic partitioned cellular automata (PCA), a kind of CA. It has some similarity with a system of array grammars 1, 5, 6, 7] , because, in both systems, symbol arrays are generated from a start symbol by applying rewriting (or transition) rules repeatedly. It is a little di cult to introduce parallelism for a grammar formalism. But, a PCAAG is by nature a parallel system, and thus suited for formulating and studying parallel array generation. Another advantage of a PCAAG is that we can de ne a \reversible" version RPCAAG. Roughly speaking, it is a backward deterministic system. Hence, parsing of an array language (i.e., a set of symbol arrays) can be performed without backtracking using an inverse system of the RPCAAG 3] . Therefore, parallel pattern recognition system on a deterministic CA can be immediately obtained, if the pattern set is described by an RPCAAG. In 3] several examples of RPCAAGs that generate sets of geometrical patterns in parallel were given.
In this paper, we characterize the abilities of RPCAAGs in terms of two-dimensional deterministic automata. First, it is shown that RPCAAGs are characterized by two-dimensional deterministic Turing machines. Hence, even if the reversibility constraint is added, they are still universal in their generating ability. We then investigate a monotonic RPCAAG (MRP-CAAG) 3], which is an RPCAAG satisfying monotonic constraint. We prove that MRPCAAGs are exactly characterized by deterministic two-dimensional linear-bounded automata.
De nitions and Preliminaries
A partitioned cellular automaton (PCA) is a special type of CA introduced by Morita and Harao 2] in order to design and investigate a reversible CA (RCA). In the two-dimensional 5-neighbour case, each cell of a PCA is divided into ve parts as shown in Figure 1 . The next state of each cell is determined by the present states of the center part of this cell, the lower part of the upper cell, the left part of the right cell, the upper part of the lower cell, and the right part of the left cell (not depending on the entire ve cells). As stated later, this de nition makes it easy to design a reversible CA.
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In the following, f P (c; d; l; u; r) = f(c 1 ; u 1 ; r 1 ; d 1 ; l 1 ); ; (c n ; u n ; r n ; d n ; l n )g; is often represented by (c; d; l; u; r) ! (c 1 ; u 1 ; r 1 ; d 1 ; l 1 ); ; (c n ; u n ; r n ; d n ; l n ) or by Figure 2, We regard f P to denote the following set of all rules of P whose righthand sides are nonempty, for convenience.
f(c; d; l; u; r) ! (c 1 ; u 1 ; r 1 ; d 1 ; l 1 ); ; (c n ; u n ; r n ; d n ; l n ) j f P (c; d; l; u; r) = f(c 1 ; u 1 ; r 1 ; d 1 ; l 1 ); ; (c n ; u n ; r n ; d n ; l n )g^n 1g
Let S be a non-empty nite set. A con guration over S is a mapping c : Z 2 ! S. The set of all con gurations over S is denoted by conf(S), i.e., conf(S) = fc j c : Z 2 ! Sg:
Especially, a con guration over C U R D L is called a con guration of a PCA P. Let CENTER: C U R D L ! C be the projection function that picks out the element of C from the quintuple in C U R D L (the projections UP, RIGHT, DOWN, and LEFT are also de ned similarly). The global function F P : conf(C U R D L) ! 2 conf(C U R D L) of P is de ned as follows. (Here we employ X-Y coordinate system.) F P (c) = fc 0 j 8i; j 2 Z c 0 (i; j) 2 f P (CENTER(c(i; j)); DOWN(c(i; j + 1));
LEFT(c(i + 1; j)); UP(c(i; j ? 1)); RIGHT(c(i ? 1; j))) ] g Let c and c 0 be con gurations of P. If c 0 2 F P (c), we say c 0 is derived from c in P, and denote it by c ) P c 0 . Re exive and transitive closure of the relation ) P is denoted by ) P . Further, we use the notation c n ) P c 0 to denote that there exist c 1 ; c 2 ; ; c n?1 such that c ) P c 1 ) P c 2 ) P ) P c n?1 ) P c 0 . The reduction relation \( P " is de ned as the inverse relation of \) P ". That is, c 0 ( P c i c ) P c 0 . We say c 0 is reduced to c in P, i c 0 ( P c. The condition for local reversibility states that there is no pair of distinct rules that have a common element on the righthand sides. On the other hand, the condition for global reversibility says that there are no pair of distinct con gurations that derive the same con guration. As for the relation between local and global reversibilities, the following result has been known. Lemma 2.1 3] A PCA P is globally reversible i it is locally reversible.
Since local and global reversibilities are equivalent, it is su cient to design a locally reversible PCA to get a globally reversible one. Thus it facilitates to design an RCA. Hereafter, a locally or globally reversible PCA is called simply \reversible" and denoted by RPCA.
We now extend the projection CENTER to CENTER : conf(C U R D L) ! conf(C) as follows.
8(i; j) 2 Z 2 CENTER (c)(i; j) = CENTER(c(i; j)) ]
From now on, we use CENTER instead of CENTER for convenience.
Let be a nonempty nite set of symbols. A two-dimensional word over is a twodimensional nite connected array of symbols in . The set of all words over is denoted by 2+ (the empty word is not contained in 2+ ). The #-embedded array of a word w 2 2+ is an in nite array over f#g obtained by embedding w in two-dimensional in nite array of #s, and is denoted by w # .
De nition 2.3 A PCA array generator (PCAAG) is a system de ned by G = (A; T; P; S; $; #), where A and T are nonempty nite sets of array symbols and transmission symbols, respectively, S (2 T) is a start symbol, $ (2 T) is an end symbol, # (6 2 A T) is a blank symbol, and P = (Z 2 ; C; U; R; D; L; f P ) is a PCA that satis es the following conditions. A word w 2 A 2+ is said to be generated by a PCAAG G, if there exist an initial con guration c 0 and a nal con guration c f such that c 0 ) c f and w # = CENTER(c f ). The set of all words generated by G is called a language generated by G, and denoted by L(G), i.e., L(G) = fw 2 A 2+ j 9c 0 2 C ini ; 9c f 2 C n c 0 ) c f^w# = CENTER(c f ) ] g: Let L C] denote the class of languages generated by a class C of PCAAGs, i.e.,
Similar notations are used for classes of two-dimensional automata. 
De nition 2.4 G = (
Intuitively, G is an MRPCAAG, if, in each rule of P, an array symbol is not rewritten into a blank symbol, and when the symbol of the center part remains blank, transmission signals always return to the direction from which they came. G R = (fag; fS; A; B; C; $g; P R ; S; $; #); where P R = (Z 2 ; C; U; R; D; L; f P R ); C = fa; #g; U = R = D = L = fS; A; B; C; $; #g; and f P R is shown in Figure 4 . A derivation example is given in Figure 5 . 2 
Generating Ability of RPCAAGs
Here we investigate the ability of RPCAAGs, and show that they are characterized by twodimensional deterministic Turing machines. Proof. Let M = (Q; ; ?; ; a 0 ; q 0 ; q f ) be a given 2DTM. We assume ? and be as follows: ? = fa 0 ; a 1 ; ; a n g; = fa 1 ; ; a m g; (m n). We further assume that M satis es the following condition A, since it is easy to construct a 2DTM that satisfy it from a given 2DTM.
The Condition A:
(i) Whenever M reads a blank symbol a 0 by moving the head upward (rightward, downward, leftward, respectively), then, at the next step, M must move the head downward (leftward, upward, rightward), or write a non-blank symbol on the square.
(ii) In the initial state q 0 , M must move the head leftward for any input symbol.
(iii) Before M enters the nal state q f , it must erase all the non-blank symbols on the tape. Then moving the head rightward, M halts in q f . We now give an RPCAAG G = (A; T; P; S; $; #) such that L(G) = L(M). For any given word w, G simulates the deterministic transition process of M on an input w by its deterministic reduction process (not by a derivation process) of w. The sets A and T of array and transmission symbols are as follows. A = ? ? fa 0 g; T = Q fS; $g
The set f P of rules of the PCA P is de ned as follows. (1 We can easily verify that no pairs of distinct rules have a common element in their righthand sides, because M is deterministic. Hence, G is reversible. Let = (q; (i; j); ) be an ID of M at time t, and let (i 0 ; j 0 ) be the head position at time t ? 1 (if t = 0, then (i 0 ; j 0 ) is not de ned). An ID is represented by the con guration c of P that satis es the following conditions. Such con gurations are generated and updated by the rules of G, and a computing process of M is simulated by a reducing process of G.
We rst show that if a word w 2 A 2+ is generated by G, then M accepts w. Since w 2 L(G), there are an initial con guration c 0 and a nal con guration c f such that c 0 ) c f and CENTER(c f ) = w # . We consider the reduction process c f ( c 0 . By the de nition of a nal con guration, the special cell | whose position is at the rightmost column of the lowermost row among the cells that contain array symbols in their center parts | of c f must contain the end symbol $ in its right part. Therefore, c f represents an initial ID of M with an input w.
After that, the rules in (2){(15) must be used to reduce it. It is easy to see that each step of M's movement is simulated by a reduction step of the con guration by these rules. The rules in (15) are used only at the beginning of the reduction process (note that the initial state q 0 of M moves only leftward because of the condition A(i)). The rules in (3){(6) are for simulating the cases that M reads a non-blank symbol. The rules in (7){(10) are for the cases that M reads a blank symbol and leaves it blank (because of the condition A(ii), the move direction of the head is unique for each case). The rules in (11){(14) are for the cases that M reads a blank symbol and changes it into a non-blank symbol. The rules in (2) are used to keep tape symbols unchanged for the squares other than the head position. Finally, the rule in (1) must be used to obtain an initial con guration c 0 . This means that M reaches an accepting ID after erasing all the symbols on the tape. Thus, there is a sequence of IDs that leads M to a nal state, and M accepts w.
Conversely, suppose a word w 2 2+ is accepted by M. Let c f be a nal con guration of G that represents the initial ID of M. Then, by using the rules in (2){(15) to reduce the con guration, the movement of M is simulated step by step. Since M accepts w, it eventually reaches an accepting ID f = (q f ; (i f ; j f ); # ) for some (i f ; j f ), where # is a blank tape (i.e., # (i; j) = # for all (i; j)), because M satis es the condition A(iii). So, c f must be reduced to the con guration c 0 0 that represents f , i.e., c 0 0 (i f ; j f ) = (#; #; #; q f ; #), and c 0 0 (i; j) = (#; #; #; #; #) for all (i; j) 6 = (i f :j f ). Hence, c 0 0 can be further reduced to an initial con guration c 0 by the rule in (1). Therefore, c f ( c 0 , and w 2 L(G).
By above, we can conclude that L(G) = L(M), and thus the Lemma holds. 2 Lemma 3.2
Proof. Let G = (A; T; P; S; $; #) be a given RPCAAG. A 2DTM M that simulates G is constructed as follows. We assume that the tape of M has two planes (or two tracks). Given an input word w, M starts to simulate a reduction process of G. To do so, M must scan all the non-blank squares of the tape systematically. This can be done by using some extra symbols (see e.g. Proof. Let M = (Q; ; ?; ; a 0 ; q 0 ; q f ) be a given 2DLBA. As in Lemma 3.1, we assume ? and be as follows: ? = fa 0 ; a 1 ; ; a n g; = fa 1 ; ; a m g; (m n), and also assume that M satis es the Condition A.
Since a 2DLBA is a special kind of 2DTM, we can construct an RPCAAG G = (A; T; P; S; $; #) such that L(G) = L(M) in a similar manner as in Lemma 3.1. The sets A and T of array and transmission symbols are as follows: A = ? ? fa 0 g; T = Q fS; $g. The set f P of rules of the PCA P is de ned as follows. (1) Proof. This proof is also essentially the same as in Lemma 3.2. We can construct a 2DLBA M that simulates a reducing process of G by using only squares on which input was written. This is possible, because, in an MRPCAAG, array symbols must not be rewritten into blank symbols, and transmission symbols travels only on those cells containing array symbols or adjacent cells to them. Furthermore, a 2DLBA can also scan all the non-blank squares of the tape in a systematic manner (see e.g., 6]). By this, a MRPCAAG can be correctly simulated by a 2DLBA. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we gave exact characterizations of the abilities of RPCAAGs and MRPCAAGs by two-dimensional deterministic automata. However, general investigation of paralellizabilities of these systems remains open, though this problem has been studied for a few particular twodimensional languages 3].
The class of RPCAAGs has also a close connection with \unique parsability" of some kinds of grammar systems 4, 8] . It has been shown that the full class of one-dimensional uniquely parsable grammars and its three subclasses form a \deterministic Chomsky hierarchy" 4], i.e., they are exactly characterized by deterministic Turing machines, deterministic linear-bounded automata, deterministic pushdown automata, and deterministic nite automata. Thus, the classes of RPCAAGs and MRPCAAGS can be considered as two-dimensional counterparts of upper two classes of uniquely parsable grammars.
